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ABSTRACT - Shortest path problem is the optimization problem arising in numerous planning and 

designing contexts. This paper presents artificial neural networks based routing for solving the shortest 

path problem. The recurrent neural network is able to generate solutions for the shortest path problem. 

The performance of the neural network is established by examples. In this technique Firstly we calculate 

the weights of unweighted graph using artificial neural network algorithm. After that we apply 

Dijkastra’s algorithm to find the shortest path routing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In modern communication networks, particularly in the packet switched networks, routing is important 

process that has a significant impact on the network’s performance. Many routing algorithm comprises 

finding the “optimal” path(s) between sources to destination router, enabling high-speed data 

transmission to avoiding a packet loss. Problem of finding the shortest path between the nodes is a well-

known problem in network analysis. Shortest path optimization is one of the most significant issues that 

have a major impact on the network's act. An ideal routing algorithm should attempt to find an optimal 

path for packet transmission within a particular time to satisfy the Quality of Service (QoS). Routing is a 

method of paths discovery between nodes in network. Generally there are mainly two types of policies in 

routing - static and dynamic routing. In static routing, the paths between the nodes are pre computed 

based on fixed factors for example number of nodes, buffer space, bandwidth etc. and are stored in 

routing table. Every packet between any two nodes follows the same path. Static routing fails when 

network topology changes hence the path between two nodes may also change. But in dynamic routing 

policy, the routes are generated when required but not stored. The generation of new routes are based on 

the factors like traffic, link utilization, jitter, bandwidth, delay etc which is meant at having highest 

performance. For message transmission routing policy may be centralized or distributed. In the case of 

centralized routing, generation of routes between any pair of nodes done by only centralized node. . 

Centralized routing is not sufficient in IP networks because before route computation it is required to 

collect whole network state, which is very tuff task but In distributed routing, generation of routes is 

independent by each node between pair of nodes as per requirement. Other classification of routing 

policy is optimal routing (global routing) and shortest path routing (local routing). Some other shortest 

path algorithms are distance vector algorithm and link state algorithm. Each node in the network follows 

the policy of store and forward. The link recital can be measured in terms of link delay or bandwidth. The 

topology of the network may change due to growth in number of nodes, or failure of node. This change in 

topology should be reflected in the routing table, which helps the routing protocol to generate optimal 

route for the current state of network. 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Distance between the nodes are being calculated with the concept of Rosenblatt algorithm, then 

calculated weights will be used as the distance between the nodes and Dijkastra’s algorithm will be 

applied to calculate the shortest distance between the nodes. 
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PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Human brain is getting experienced to adapt themselves to their surrounding environments. So as a result 

the information processing capability of the brain is rendered, when this happen the brain becomes plastic. 

1. Plastic: - Capability to process information, capability of adding. Must preserve the information it has 

learn previously. 

2. Stable: - Remain stable when it is presented with irrelevant information, useless information.  

 Synapses with large area are excitatory (+Ve weights) & with small area are inhibitory (-Ve weights). 

Synapses of the neuron are modulated as weights. (Strength of the connection) Biological neuron receives 

all inputs through dendrites, sums them & produces an output. If the sum is greater than the threshold 

value, then input signals are passed to the cell body. NN can map input patterns into output patterns. 

NN’s are robust systems. They can recall full patterns from incomplete pattern or noise channel. 

 
Fig1: Biological neural network 

 

Perceptron is the generic name given by the Frank Rosenblatt because it is a model of EYE. Perceptron 

was an attempt to understand human memory, learning & cognitive process. Training algorithms of 

perceptron is supervised learning.  

 
Fig2: ANN with Activation Function 

It accept no. of inputs Xi (i=1, 2, 3…………..n) & compute a weighted sum of these inputs. The sum is 

then compared with a threshold θ of an output Y (which is either 0 or 1) 

                n  

 Y = 1  if       ∑ Wi*Xi ≥ θ         i=1  

          n 

 Y = 0  if       ∑ Wi*Xi ≤ θ         i=1  

The perceptron is the single transmission networks consist of sensor unit, association unit & output of 

response unit. 

The sensor unit produce a binary output 0 or 1. Association unit behave like a basic building block. 

Response unit comprise pattern recognition. Thus the O/P of the response unit could be such that is the 

weighted sum of the input is less the n or equal to 0, then the output is 0 else 1. 

 

Proposed Algorithm: 

Step 1: create perceptron with (n+1) input neurons X0 X1 …Xn where X = 1 is the bias input. Let O be 

the output neuron. 

Step 2: Initialize W= (Wo, W1…, Wn) to random weights. 

Step 3: Iterate through the input patterns X of the training set using the weight set (i.e.) compute the 

weighted sum of input net j =Sum(XiWi) for each input pattern j. 

Step 4: Compute the output Y using the step function 

Y= f (net j) = 1 net j > 0 

=0 otherwise 
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Step 5: compare the computed output Yj with the target output Yj for each input pattern j. If all the input 

patterns have been classified correctly output the weights and exist. 

Step 6: Otherwise, update the weights as given below: 

if the computed output Yj is 1 but should have been 0 , 

Wi= Wi - α.xi 

if the computed output Yj is 0 but should have been 1 , 

Wi= Wi + α.xi, where α is the learning rate. 

Step 7: Goto step 3. 

DIJIKASTRA ROUTING 

Algorithm assigns to every node j a pair of labels (pj, dj) in which pj is the node preceding node j in the 

existing shortest path from 1 to j, dj is the length of this shortest path. Some of the labels called 

temporary, i.e. they could change at a future step; some labels are called permanent, i.e. they are fixed 

and the shortest path from 1 to a node that is permanently labeled has been found. 

 

Step 1 Label node 1 with the permanent labels (, 0). Label every node j, such that (1,j) is an arc in the 

graph, with temporary labels (1, d1j). Label all other nodes in the graph with temporary labels. 

 

Step 2 Let j is a temporarily labeled node with the minimum label dj, i.e. dj=min {dl: node l is 

temporarily labeled}. For every node k, such that (j,k) is in the graph,  if dk> dj+djk then relabeling k as 

follows:   

pk=j, dk=dj+djk.  

Consider the labels of node j to be permanent. 

 

Step 3 Repeat step 2 until all nodes in the graph are permanently labeled. 

 
Fig3: Dijikstra algorithm routing 

 

 The shortest paths can be found by reading labels pj. 

Example Find the shortest paths from node 1 to all other nodes.  

LEARNING RATE AND METHOD 

Following are the learning methods: - 

1. Supervised learning: - Every input pattern is associated with an output pattern. A teacher is present 

during the learning process. A comparison is made between computed & desired output. Error can be 

used to change the network parameter so performance is improved. 

2. Unsupervised learning: -There is no target output NN systems learn by its own by discovering the 

feature in the input patterns. 

3. Reinforcement: - There is a teacher but no desired outputs. The teacher only indicates that the 

computed output is correct or not. Reward for the correct answer & penalty for the wrong answer. 

4. Supervised Gradient descent: - Error E is minimized in terms of the weights of the activation function. 

If ∆Wij = η  ∂ E/∂ Wij. 

Most of the network structure undergoes learning procedure during which synaptic weights W and v are 

adjusted. Learning rate coefficient determines the size of the weights adjustments made at each iteration 

and hence influences the rate of convergence. Poor choice of coefficient can result in a failure in 

convergence. If learning rate coefficient too large the search path will oscillate and convergence more 
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slowly in a direct descent. If the coefficient is too small the descent will progress in small steps 

significantly increasing time to converge. 

RESULT 

(1) DATA SET FOR 6 NODES AND 11 EDGES 

 

I/O SET FOR 

ROSENBELATT 

             ALGORITHM 

I/O  SET FOR  

DIJIKASTRA ALGO 

 

 

  

N 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

SN, 

DN 

 

DIST 

 

SPN 

2 0.7 4 3

2 

0.8, 

19.4 

2, 6 4.96 23416 

 
2 0.6 3 6 -0.2,0.6 1,2 1.05 162 

 
3 0.7 3 4 2.2,2.6 5,2 9.69 5462 
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(2) DATA SET FOR 7 NODES AND 13 EDGES 

 

I/O SET FOR 

ROSENBELATT 

             ALGORITHM 

I/O  SET FOR  

DIJIKASTRA 

ALGO 

 

 

  

n 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

SN, 

DN 

 

DIS

T 

 

SPN 

3 0.7 3 4 2.2, 2.6 2, 7 10.

9 

2341

7 

 
4 0.8 4 9 1.2,4.2 7,2 5.1 72 

 
5 0.9 4 9 1.6,5.1 6,7 14.

3 

6234

17 
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(3) DATA SET FOR 8 NODES AND 15 EDGES 

 

I/O SET FOR 

ROSENBELATT 

             ALGORITHM 

I/O  SET FOR  

DIJIKASTRA ALGO 

 

 

  

n 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

SN, 

DN 

 

DIST 

 

SPN 

4 0.1 24 18 2.6, 

0.6 

4, 8 4.8 418 

 
6 0.2 3 8 -

0.2,1.

8 

3,5 .48 34625 

 
1 0.5 6 10 1.0,2.

0 

6,8 6.92 63418 
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CONCLUSION 

In this article, we have proposed a new method for solving the shortest path problem in computer 

networks. The approach based on the concept of Rosenblatt model with Dijikstra. The algorithm uses a 

modified indirect path-encoding scheme. This algorithm is simple and easy and can find quickly the 

shortest path without falling into local minimums, which occur if we use energy function to solve the 

same problem. It is very easy to run the new algorithm on parallel computer or even on neural computer. 

That will also reduce the computational time drastically. 

FUTURE WORK 

Thus with the invention of such tactic the shortest path can be computed between two nodes even if the 

weights are unknown. In the future we can apply neural network to find out the all pair shortest path to 

find out the shortest path in a given graph where the weights are unknown. 
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